LIMITS OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND ANTITRUST LAW IN PLATFORM GOVERNANCE AND MEDIA REFORM
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Growing dissatisfaction with the current state of mass communication in the United States and other nations has produced demands for media reform, governance of digital platforms, public intervention to support public interest information and news, increasing diversity and pluralism in ownership and content, and fostering a robust and informed public sphere in the service of democracy.1 These are laudable objectives, but simplistic responses will not deliver them.

Some argue that an expanded perspective of the First Amendment, stronger application of antitrust law and deliberate structural regulation of media are bases on which U.S. media reform, control of digital platforms, and journalism support should be built.2 Their arguments are based in the purpose of the
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First Amendment to support democratic expression and the use of antitrust to halt private actions that may interfere with that expression. This reliance on the two legal approaches raises fundamental questions about whether the First Amendment and antitrust mechanisms can effectively address economic conditions affecting journalism, consolidated media ownership, and corporate constraints on communications.

The First Amendment, of course, protects freedom of expression in various forms from inappropriate governmental constraint. Its primary purpose is to ensure that voices of citizens are not restrained by government, an essential requirement for democracy to function.\(^3\) Antitrust law and competition policy were established to protect markets from inappropriate private constraints and to promote competition. Their primary purposes are to halt actions that harm markets, competitors, and consumers.\(^4\) The First Amendment and antitrust law fundamentally address different concerns and challenges and differing sources of constraints. One is specifically concerned with expression. The other is not.

\(^3\) Noah Feldman & Kathleen Sullivan, First Amendment Law 5 (7th ed. 2019).

Before directly addressing whether these two protections provide effective bases for solving contemporary media structural and operational challenges, it is important to consider contemporary discussions about the need to save journalism and undertake media reforms.

The financial crisis affecting journalism today may be contemporarily salient, but the challenges of media serving democratic needs and the public sphere are hardly new developments. The U.S. media system’s ability to serve democratic needs was hindered by one-newspaper cities becoming the norm in the 1920s, by rampant commercialism of broadcasting that pushed public interest aside in the second half of the twentieth century, by the disappearance of almost all remaining separately owned daily newspapers in cities by the end of the century, and by the rapid development of a few enormous firms controlling critical digital infrastructure and platforms in the new millennium.

In addition, policy changes and decisions during the past five decades have diluted minority ownership preferences in broadcasting, relaxed policies to allow increased newspaper
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television cross ownership, generated large newspaper chains and media conglomerates, permitted enormous consolidation in broadcast ownership, and facilitated a reduction local content production. All these actions diminished opportunities for expression, debate, and diversity in the public sphere. The public sphere represents space in which social developments, issues, and matters of governance are discussed and determined. Its scope and the extent to which it is inclusive, affords participation, and provides equality and equity affects its democratic performance. Concerns about the future of journalism and reforming media structures and operations are fundamentally grounded in ensuring that an active, expansive, and effective public sphere is afforded and maintained.

9 JURGEN HABERMAS, THE STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC SPHERE: AN INQUIRY INTO A CATEGORY OF BOURGEOIS SOCIETY 85 (Polity 1989); see also Antje Gimmler, Deliberative Democracy, the Public Sphere and the Internet, 27 PHIL. & SOC. CRITICISM 21, 22 (2001); Alan McKee, THE PUBLIC SPHERE: AN INTRODUCTION 35 (Cambridge Univ. Press 2005).
Many discussions of potential remedies for current conditions are underinformed by or disregard previous efforts to support journalism and media, advocating for interventions that have previously been employed without consideration of their effectiveness and efficacy. In the U.S. and elsewhere, policymakers have used direct and indirect subsidies, large-scale tax exemptions, and a variety of other policy tools to support journalism and journalism enterprises since the 1950s. Those efforts have produced mixed success in their limited objectives of legacy media, and none have been decidedly beneficial in producing or maintaining the broader democratic public sphere desired, despite decades of state intervention.

We are once again discussing the challenges of journalism and potential remedies to address journalism sustainability challenges. There is little recognition of the limits of traditional tools in producing broader results and there is a naïve belief that

addressing journalism sustainability and structural issues alone will produce the expansive public sphere needed for effective democratic engagement and participation. A closer look at the First Amendment and antitrust law as potential solutions reveals constraints on their fitness for purpose.

I. THE LIMITS OF FIRST AMENDMENT AND ANTITRUST LAW

Many hoping for change and policy reform cite the fundamental democratic ideals and principles and the protections of freedom of expression that the First Amendment affords as the bases for action. Although the ideals and principles of freedom of expression provide bases for arguing for intervention, the First Amendment itself does not. The First Amendment is a specific and narrow provision designed to limit government constraints on expression.\textsuperscript{11} It does not directly address constraints created by private entities, economics, or consumer choice. Attempting to use the First Amendment as a solution to private infringements on expression misconstrues the purpose of the amendment and the history of related adjudication.
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The First Amendment thus cannot be relied upon as the fountain of actions to support journalism and media because it was not created as an affirmative expression measure. Although the First Amendment provides extensive protection against intrusion of government on expression, it does not place an affirmative obligation on government to facilitate and enlarge that expression.\textsuperscript{12} As much as we might like, it does not provide means to halt the intrusion of private companies on expression.

With all due respect to Professor Jerome Barron and others who have argued for an affirmative First Amendment right over the past fifty years,\textsuperscript{13} it remains an asserted and not a recognized right. To believe that the theory can be the basis for solving today's challenges is wishful thinking. It may well be possible to construct legislative and administrative policies and law that restrict private intrusion on expression and constrain the abilities of platforms to reduce speech. Relying on courts to fabricate and recognize an affirmative First Amendment right in the foreseeable future is unrealistic, however.


Some argue that competition policy and antitrust law can be used to help pursue the objectives of freeing expression from private constraints and solve challenges presented by mergers and acquisitions in media that may harm “the marketplace of ideas.”¹⁴ They believe antitrust authorities should not precluded from considering other factors and that there is support in legislative intent and legal rulings for antitrust to be given consideration to the effects of mergers on the First Amendment concerns involving marketplace of ideas and democracy.¹⁵

Others have sought to free newspapers from antitrust liability by allowing them to cooperatively negotiate terms and prices with digital platforms through the Journalism Competition and Preservation Act,¹⁶ following a path of antitrust exemption for newspapers created in the 1970s in an effort to save editorial voices.¹⁷ This raises significant questions about whether free expression is best served through protective

¹⁴ See, e.g., U.S. v. Rumely, 345 U.S. 41, 56 (1953) (Douglas, J., concurring) (“Like the publishers of newspapers, magazines, or books, this publisher bids for the minds of men in the market place of ideas.”).
exemptions from competition or by finding ways to increase competition and competitive behavior.

The marketplace of ideas has always been an imperfect and contested metaphor. It has become more problematic since political philosophers of the seventeenth century adapted terminology from market economics to explain democratic needs. Today, the marketplace is cluttered and dominated by commercial concerns, making the self-correcting principle of truth prevailing in the marketplace questionable.\(^{18}\) Applying antitrust market-based principles to ideas is unproven, but it has been a First Amendment rationale for press freedom since Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. employed it in his dissent in \textit{Abrams v. United States} in 1919.\(^{19}\) Attempting to use antitrust law to address the marketplace of ideas presents enormous challenges because it must deal with a market unlike commercial markets. There are no known and accepted tools and means of analysis for measuring the “idea market.”

Antitrust law exists to restrict and remediate anticompetitive practices and the growth of market power that affects competitors and consumers. Antitrust law relies upon


\(^{19}\) See 250 U.S. 616, 629–31 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
quantifiable evidence of competitive effects on price, quantity, and quality and market power and analyses focus on current competition conditions but do not effectively project future conditions.\textsuperscript{20} Concepts of democratic needs, citizenship, information, and expression are absent in the formulation of competition policy and antitrust law and their application and do not effectively address current situations, much less future conditions. Efforts to use these approaches to preserve competition and multiple competing owners in media and communications have failed or have produced ineffectual results because of constraints in the application of fundamental bases of existing law.

Although there are non-economic objectives for antitrust actions,\textsuperscript{21} courts and antitrust authorities have focused on market efficiency and economic evidence—such as price effects—in evaluating acquisitions, mergers, and company behavior. They have been generally resistant to non-economic evidence,\textsuperscript{22} in

\textsuperscript{20} Douglas H. Ginsburg & Joshua D. Wright, Dynamic Analysis and the Limits of Antitrust Institutions, 78 Antitrust L.J. 1, 2 (2012).


good part because existing merger guidance does not provide effective methods for measuring other types of competitive effects.

A significant underlying challenge results from the analysis of market power, which requires a relevant market definition based on product characteristics and the geographic area in which trade occurs. The methods for doing so have been debated, but the U.S. antitrust authorities established standards in the 1980s and later combined them in joint merger guidelines. Firms that own 1,000 radio stations or 100 newspapers in different locations in the United States generally will not meet market power limits because they are almost always found to participate in 1,000 separate radio markets and 100 separate newspaper markets rather than a single national market. This is compounded because their price and competitive effects in the local markets are difficult to empirically establish.

This issue of local versus national markets developed through business practices and national policy that historically

---


made most U.S. media local operations. For the entire history of the United States, newspapers were established in individual cities, towns, and counties to serve their populations and local commercial interests. Many printers and papers in the Midwest and West were originally subsidized by local merchants, members of town councils, and local governments to promote communities and commerce. Newspaper were tightly tied to the communities by readers needing local information and by the provision of local advertising.

Congress and the Federal Communications Commission specifically designed radio, and then television broadcast policies, to create local stations that produced some local content and operated in highly defined geographical broadcast signal service areas. When cable television systems developed, they were authorized with the same localism approach, requiring specific authorization to serve individual cities and counties.


Only satellite television and the internet were designed for larger regional and national geographic markets.

Over time, owners purchasing newspapers, broadcasters, and cable systems across the nation removed local ownership from many communities. That issue is only rarely addressable using market power concerns because of the relevant market issue. Even when a national market definition is appropriate for consideration of media activities, defining the relevant product market and showing market power through traditional tests is difficult. The multiplicity of providers of news, information, and advertising in different forms across varying platforms makes establishing appropriate concentration measures difficult, and the measurement of price and other competitive effects is challenging and debatable.

Mergers and acquisitions have spurred concern by many observers. There is a visceral reaction by media critics to any such consolidation. Many individuals interested in media and democracy argue that mergers and acquisitions concentrate media ownership, reduce diversity and pluralism, and harm public information and the public sphere.28 There is a great deal

---

of evidence supporting their views, but in most countries competition policy and antitrust law rarely have the competency to deal with those issues.

Part of the problem is that mergers and acquisitions are not anti-competitive in and of themselves in economic and market terms. This presents difficulties in the use of antitrust law to stop them. Consolidation can indeed produce increased costs for consumers and make survival more difficult for other firms;\(^29\) however, consolidation can also produce cost savings for firms and consumers, increase productivity, and may improve firms’ sustainability and competitiveness and thus keep more firms in a market.\(^30\)

Projecting which outcome will occur is difficult because the ultimate consequences of a merger or acquisition are never guaranteed. Determining how a single merger or acquisition, however large, will ultimately affect the public sphere is even more uncertain.

When large companies exist because of market success and consumer choice, application of antitrust and competition

\(^{29}\) Ruth Cohen & P. Lesley Cook, Effects of Merger, (Reprt ed. 2003);

\(^{30}\) The Economics of Corporate Governance and Mergers (Klaus Gugler & B. Burcin Yurtoglu eds., 2008); David T. Scheffman & Mary Coleman, Quantitative Analyses of Potential Competitive Effects from a Merger, 12 Geo. Mason L. Rev. 319, 324 (2003).
policy is difficult unless it involves specific proscribed activities.

*United States v. Alcoa* made clear that becoming or being a monopoly is not the same as monopolizing. 31 Whether concentration results from choices in the market or from mergers and acquisitions, antitrust authorities and courts must determine if the attendant market power reduces market efficiency or is used to increases prices and profits, constrains investment by others, or reduces innovation.

Even when evidence of market constraints is found, antitrust actions breaking up established firms are difficult and extraordinary. Enforcement is more likely to be negotiated in merger approval, seek divestiture of operations acquired in a previous merger or acquisition that subsequently prove problematic to competition or to seek regulatory oversight of those activities. 32

Divestment may support economic competition objectives but does not necessarily support objectives in the marketplace of ideas. Even when voluntary divestment has occurred in media and communications firms without antitrust

---

31 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. 1945).
law or competition policy intervention, the results have been acquisitions and operations by other commercial entities that have not enhanced the public sphere.

Traditional competition law and market analysis are thus not likely to be the solution to concerns about media and democracy. They may be a part of an overall solution but cannot be conceived as the primary element because many concerns about the state of media today are not the result of issues addressed by competition and antitrust laws.

II. THE URGENT CHALLENGE OF PLATFORM GOVERNANCE

Despite its limitations, antitrust law can be useful in addressing some current media concerns, especially those involving digital markets. This is important because the dominant vehicles for conveying information and ideas in society are changing. Propelling those changes are dominant digital platforms that are compounding their power by monopolizing data and advertising across digital services including search engines, social networks, content aggregation, and ecommerce. Data is often used to lock in consumers, advertisers, and partners to products and services, creating conditions in which breaking away will decrease the ability of
consumers, advertisers, and partners to communicate and access desirable information.

Data are critical across digital market segments and perhaps should be considered a separate market. Data are the driver of all business and revenue models in the individual segments and certainly compounds market power in those segments.

Network economics provide immense advantages to large platform firms, affecting consumer and advertiser choices and creating market power that makes it nearly impossible for content providers to effectively negotiate use of their content on those platforms. The scale and scope of these firms and their activities far exceed monopolies and oligopolies in legacy media and telecommunications firms, in part because of the enormous financial resources created by investors in stock markets.

Companies such as Apple and Microsoft have market capitalizations exceeding $1 trillion. Alphabet, Amazon, and Google have market capitalizations exceeding $800 billion, and
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Facebook has market capitalization of $550 billion.\textsuperscript{34} By comparison, AT&T has a market capitalization of $288 billion, Disney $260 billion, Comcast $202 billion, and Gannett $1 billion.\textsuperscript{35} Even leading firms such as WalMart, Exxon Mobil, and Bank of America have market capitalizations below $300 billion.\textsuperscript{36} These massive financial resources provide the leading

\textsuperscript{34} Market capitalizations described are as of November 2019. See Alphabet, Inc., ZACK’S INV. RES., https://www.zacks.com/stock/chart/GOOG/fundamental/market-cap (last visited July 2020) (showing Alphabet’s, which own’s Google, market capitalization since 2016); Amazon.com Inc., ZACK’S INV. RES., https://www.zacks.com/stock/chart/AMZN/fundamental/market-cap (last visited July 2020) (showing Amazon’s market capitalization since 2016); Facebook, Inc., ZACK’S INV. RES., https://www.zacks.com/stock/chart/FB/fundamental/market-cap (last visited July 2020) (showing Facebook’s market capitalization since 2016).


digital players the ability to acquire any firms with innovative and potentially competitive technologies and services, and to spread into multiple lines of business. These practices make it nearly impossible for competitors to arise or for consumers and content providers to effectively exercise countervailing power through the market. No jurisdiction or policy domain alone can govern these firms and platforms. Although oversight will require multistate and multinational actions and employment of multiple types of policies, antitrust can play a vital role.

When the founders conceived the First Amendment, the most powerful existing institution was government, so they created protections against governmental interference with expression in order to support self-governance. Today, digital firms and platforms are every bit as powerful an influence on expression. They structure its presentation, they convey it, and they increasingly control it through company policies and actions that constrain expression and both the marketplace of ideas and the economic markets surrounding it. Platform company employ policies, for example, to determine the types and range of ideas and opinions presented, the language used in that expression, and who is permitted to continue using the
platform. These content moderation choices align their activities more with publishing than acting as a common carrier.

Solutions for digital monopolies and more antitrust enforcement of mergers and acquisitions and business practices are warranted and must be sought. Structural and behavioral remedies should be considered. New regulations such as consumer data portability, interoperability requirements to counter network effects, or treating them as regulated monopolies or public utility are needed.

Antitrust enforcement, however, remains the focus of contentious debates about how enforcement should deal with high-tech industries and issues of innovation, cooperation among firms, and anti-competitive actions involving intellectual property.37 Addressing the challenges of antitrust enforcement involving digital firms and platforms must be supported by better policy and legislative action, probably including more flexibility in regulation that will allow adjustment to future changes in

industry products and services, business configurations, and business models.

Policymakers and regulators should focus on digital players’ conduct in dealing with content producers and seek transparency about advertising pricing, revenue, and its division. Increased privacy rights and consumer protections to reduce misuse and abuse of personal surveillance and the asymmetrical power of suppliers and consumers in media and communication markets should be sought. Some of these issues can be addressed with antitrust law because they involve specific conduct of digital firms, and antitrust application is traditionally conduct-specific in its approach.

III. DOES THE FIRST AMENDMENT CONSTRAIN ACTION?

Digital practices and copyright are increasingly reinforcing private constraints on access to information, reducing the ability of the public to be informed participants in society.  

Some might question whether the First Amendment limits the government’s ability to use antitrust law or other policy to address private infringements on expression. A balance
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between First Amendment prohibitions of government restraints on expression and government policies that promote expression has developed, however. That balance, established in jurisprudence, particularly involving broadcasting, permits policies designed to serve the clear public purposes of increasing expression and its availability if they are narrowly tailored to achieve this government interest. In Associated Press v. United States, the Supreme Court established that the First Amendment does not protect private restraint of trade in information.\textsuperscript{39} Likewise, the Court decided in Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC that there are public benefits from availability of diverse information, ideas, and opinions to which the public has a right.\textsuperscript{40} And in Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC the Supreme Court ruled that policy promoting minority ownership in broadcasting serves important governmental interests.\textsuperscript{41}  

Many additional policy options for supporting journalism and a robust mediated public sphere exist including public media, subsidies, and philanthropy. Identifying the policy domains, mechanisms, and tools that can be employed and

\textsuperscript{39} 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945).  
\textsuperscript{40} 395 U.S. 389–90 (1969).  
\textsuperscript{41} 497 U.S. 547, 566 (1991).
developing the public support and political will to employ them will be required.

A. A Wider Array of Actions will be Required

Reforming the structure of journalism—and indeed all media provision—will require complex, coordinated policies across domains, ranging from competition policy to industrial policy, from innovation policy to privacy policy, and from labor policy to media and communications policy. It cannot be accomplished merely by asking competition authorities to strengthen enforcement of existing laws or by inducing legislatures to subsidize journalism organizations.

The challenges of journalism and democratic needs are systemic rather than discrete issues that can be dealt with by employing simplistic policy solutions. They are based in political, economic, and social arrangements; means of participation provided; and power afforded in governance. Addressing conditions or influences in one part of the system will rarely alter conditions or influence in others.

Many observers are suggesting policy tools such as structural intervention, subsidies, tax benefits, and operational interventions before fully defining the breadth of the policy
problem, the principles that should guide policymakers, the objectives, and the mechanisms that will be employed. If the policy tools are determined before the problems, principles, objectives, and mechanisms are clarified, the policy almost always leads to inadequacy or failure.

To effectively pursue media reform and policy action, a comprehensive policy problem statement and a set of solutions need to be developed rather than addressing multiple and disparate issues separately. Clearly, presentations of the primary principles and objectives for approaching the problems must be presented. These principles and objectives might include supporting startups; bringing new owners into media and journalism; providing preferences for ownership by smaller firms; helping smaller firms acquire capital to provide desired services; making charitable status for journalism non-profits easier as sought through the Saving Local News Act;\(^\text{42}\) emphasizing local, community, and minority media; supporting independent journalism; and breaking up unhealthy conglomerates. These will help inform choices of the proper mechanisms and tools to overcome the challenges.

This is not an easy task, nor will it be a short-term activity. It will require serious policy research, analysis, and sustained advocacy for multiple policies. The coordinated advocacy groups and policy networks necessary to undertake and continue extensive and effective advocacy do not yet exist.

One must also recognize the political realities of policymaking. Because of general distrust toward the media today, the public and Congress cannot be expected to support federal intervention that would benefit the media. There is some evidence that more political will exists at local and state levels, however, and some activities to support journalism and promote and protect the public sphere are emerging there.43

Ultimately, society must ask whether public intervention should be the only approach used to reform media. Might placing greater effort into private actions be quicker and less burdensome than trying to promote state actions? Might media reform be sought through private activities involving socially conscious investment funds; media venture funds; corporate social responsibility programs; journalism cooperatives; or some
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forms of private-public partnerships that can be pursued more rapidly?

Simultaneous public and private action will be necessary. Addressing the challenges limiting attainment of a robust public sphere requires broad initiatives across society, not merely governmental intervention. Policies requiring affirmative governmental action to promote expression and diverse media ownership should be sought, but they must be founded outside the First Amendment and enacted within media and communication policy and other policy domains. New media and communications ownership structures can be pursued but will require significant revision of existing antitrust law and its application, as well as changes in media policy, industrial policy, tax policy, and a host of related policies.

Efforts to expand antitrust law to specifically address concerns about the marketplace of ideas and democratic considerations are needed in order to include measures in antitrust guidelines and practices and to seek beneficial approaches in other areas of policy. These will conflict with entrenched beliefs and practices of liberalization of ownership of media and communications in Congress and the Federal Communications Commission. Achieving significant change or
reform of media and communications will require overcoming the well-entrenched neoliberal market-based philosophy that had driven deregulation, privatization of services, reduction in government spending, and free trade for several decades and significantly influenced media and communications policy and policy in related areas.  

First Amendment and antitrust mechanisms can be used to facilitate part of that change, but their abilities to address fundamental issues in the public sphere are limited. Many issues will have to be addressed by the Federal Communications Commission and Congress. These issues include implementing and enforcing policies promoting media pluralism and diversity; controlling media and communications ownership; restraining intellectual property rights involving information; reducing protections afforded to online platforms in statutes; providing and enforcing tangible consumer rights in transactions with information service providers; and creating extensive privacy rights appropriate for the digital age.

Actions must be guided by the two fundamental questions: freedom for what? and freedom from what? Freedoms  

must be sought that provide a robust public sphere supporting democratic activity. To achieve conditions in which media and communications support citizen needs for information and democratic participation will require freedom from public and private constraints that harm it and promulgating requirements that they serve citizens. These are lofty and normative aspirations, but they require rational and practical actions and policies in their pursuit.

Ultimately, making journalism sustainable and achieving successful media reform will depend upon whether there is political will to achieve the requisite changes. That remains an open and significant question.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The First Amendment and antitrust law afford inadequate means for pursuing platform governance and media reform and cannot be exclusively relied upon because of limitations established on their use through statute, jurisprudence, and practice. Advancing First Amendment and antitrust conceptualizations and applications conducive to robust platform governance and advancing media reform might be possible in the remote future, but absent consequential change
in the construction, interpretation, and implementation of the Constitution and existing statutes that approach will not be efficacious.

More plausible and expeditious support for the governance and reform objectives is feasible through policymaking based in legislation and administrative rulemaking, supporting private initiatives to reform communications firms and structures, and harnessing public pressure to induce better behavior by platform companies and media firms. Those opportunities should not be discounted.